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Experimental characterization of a miniaturized underwater hydro-generator energyharvester
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AbstractNetworks of underwater sensors are used in watercourses for measuring and wirelessly transmitting, among others, pollution levels. To ensureconstant work, each sensor node requires a power source. In this frame, energy harvesting devices based on miniaturized hydro-generators appeara viable autonomous powering option whose concept is described in this work. The harvester is based on a DC generator and a 3D printed propellerdriven by the river flow. A suitable energy management electronics is also developed. Measurements on the innovative hydro-generator are carriedon in real-life river conditions, as well as in a flow tunnel. The measured generated power levels correspond to values needed to constantly power asensor node.
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1. Introduction
Networks of underwater sensors are an emerging technologycommonly used in water flows for measuring parameters suchas water temperature, flow velocity, pollution or other environ-mental conditions. In fact, each sensor node is composed ofsensor(s) used to measure the parameter(s) of interest, aprocessing unit and a wireless communication unit. A commonproblem associated with the use of such devices is related totheir power consumption, i.e. they usually need a continuouselectric power source. Batteries are still frequently used for thispurpose, but their usage proves often to be inadequate due tolimited power levels, limited lifetimes and problems associatedwith accessibility. To overcome these restrictions, energyharvesting devices, such as miniaturized hydro-generators, mayrepresent a viable, rather cheap and reliable solution [1, 2].Based on previously presented considerations [2], a river flowenergy harvesting concept aimed at powering river pollutionsensors and relying on an underwater miniature turbine is thusdesigned and manufactured, as is a suitable energy manage-ment electronics. Measurements on the hydro-generator are

Croatia, as well as in the flow tunnel at the Naval ResearchInstitute in Zagreb, Croatia. The measured values allow estab-lishing that the necessary power levels are achieved.
2. Miniaturised underwater hydro-generator and itsmanagement electronicsThe design of the miniaturised underwater hydro-generatoris based on considerations related to the required levels topower the load constituted by the sensor(s), the processingunit and the communication unit, as well as the expected riverconditions with the highest anticipated water velocity ofapproximately vr_max = 4 m/s. In this frame, the estimatedaverage power consumption of the foreseen loads is at aboutPav = 100 mW, while in the measurement mode, considering a

measurement-to-sleep duty cycle of about 1/10, short powerbursts of up to Pmax = 300 mW can be expected [3].Based on these considerations, all the components of theconceived underwater hydro-generator are iterativelymodelled in a 3D modelling software. The final design, depictedin Fig. 1, is based on a Faulhaber DC generator (indicated in Fig.1 with 1), which can generate up to Ug = 12 V and Pg = 2 W. Thegenerator is connected with the propeller shaft (2) via anelastic coupling (3). The 3D printed propeller (4) with adiameter d = 150 mm is connected and centred to the propellershaft with a bearing (5). A radial jacket (6) is mounted on thepropeller shaft and it ensures sealing between the shaft andthe brass generator enclosure that contains slots with siliconegel in order to ensure its watertight sealing (7). A cablefeedthrough (8) completes the assembly. The manufacturedcomponents of the underwater hydro-generator, with overalldimensions of 150 mm x 180 mm, are shown in Fig. 2. Thesedimensions could ultimately be shrunk for higher water-flowvelocities or reduced power requirements.

Figure 1. 3D final design of the miniaturised underwater hydro-generator
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Figure 2. Hydro-generator and its brass enclosure

Figure 3. PCB with energy management electronics
Since the output voltage of the developed generator is alinear function of the river flow velocity, the voltage outputsmust be kept constant and compatible with the expected loads(Ul = 3.3 V and Ul = 5 V respectively). A suitable energymanagement electronics, based on a Fujitsu harvesting chip, isthus designed and manufactured (Fig. 3). Besides maintainingthe voltage at the needed level, the electronics has also thefunction of storing excessive energy, which can be used as apower source when higher power bursts are needed, onto asupercapacitor.

3. Measured performances of the underwater hydro-generatorField measurements in real river conditions are conducted
near Rijeka (Croatia) with a measured river flow velocity ofapproximated vr1 = 1 m/s (Fig. 4).

Figure 4. Underwater hydro-generator during field tests
The developed energy management electronics is used and a“dummy load” composed of LEDs, simulating the sensors andthe controller and measurement boards, is connected to itsoutput. A supercapacitor with a capacitance C = 5 F is used tostore the unused energy. As shown in Fig. 5a, at the turbine(i.e. the input into the system) roughly UinIin Pinare obtained. The measured continuous voltage and current for

the two foreseen load configurations are then, respectively,Ul Il PlUl Il Pl(Fig. 5c).A further set of measurements in controllable flow conditionsis done next in a flow tunnel at the Naval Research Institute inZagreb, Croatia (Fig 6). To obtain comparable results, the sameenergy management electronics and “dummy load” as in theriver measurements, are used again. The obtained results allowestablishing that the generated power is again Pinwhile the continuous power outputs are up to Pl

a) b) c)Figure 5. Turbine voltage and current (a); electronics voltage andcurrent outputs for the Ul = 5 V (b), and for the Ul = 3.3 V (c) loadconfigurations

Figure 6. Flow tunnel (left) and hydro-generator in the flow tunnel(right)
4. Conclusions and outlook
The design of a miniaturised underwater hydro-generatorand the respective energy management electronics, to be usedfor powering the sensors and the electronics aimed atmeasuring pollutants in rivers, are described in this work. Fieldexperiments in real river conditions allowed establishing thatroughly Pinset of measurements in controllable flow conditions is carriedout in a flow tunnel. The generated power is again at the levelof PinPlthe sensors cluster, is thus successfully powered.In a further step, the developed hydro-generator energyharvester and its energy management electronics will beembedded into the final configuration of the system aimed attracking pollution in remote watercourses using sensornetwork technology. Alternative concepts of energy harvestingbased on piezoelectric eels, as well as a hybrid solution where acam driven by the turbine is used to “pluck” a piezoelectricbeam, will also be tested.
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